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ABSTRACT Autonomous vehicles are capable of sensing their environment and navigating without any
human inputs. However, when autonomous vehicles are involved in accidents between themselves or with
human subjects, liability must be indubitably decided based on accident forensics. This paper proposes a
blockchain-inspired event recording system for autonomous vehicles. Specifically, we design the mechanism
of “Proof-of-Event” with a dynamic federation consensus to achieve indisputable accident forensics by
providing trustable and verifiable event information. We propose a dynamic federation consensus scheme to
verify and confirm the new block of event data in an efficient way without any central authority. We conduct
numerical analyses and prototyped experiments based on the proposed fast leader election algorithm and
the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain network. The results show that our system is effective and feasible in
generating and storing accident records in blockchain-based vehicular networks. The security capability of
the proposed scheme is also discussed against multiple threats and attack scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Autonomous vehicle, blockchain, connected vehicular network, data integrity and privacy,
event recording, Hyperledger Fabric, leader election.

I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicles (also known as self-driving vehicles)
are capable of navigating without any human input [2]. To
facilitate self-driving, autonomous vehicles sense their sur-
roundings via a variety of sensory technologies (such as lidar,
camera, and ultrasound) and use a control system to interpret
such sensory information to compute navigation paths, avoid
obstacles, and follow traffic signs [1].

However, with autonomy, comes accountability. When
autonomous vehicles are involved in accidents (collisions
between themselves, or collisions with conventional vehicles,
pedestrians or other objects), how could such events be auto-
matically and reliably recorded for forensic purposes to de-
termine liability? In addition, how could such recorded events
be trusted, verified, and not tampered? Such issues become
critical when there exist incentives for the different parties
involved to tamper with the recorded events to avoid puni-
tive penalties. This paper describes a blockchain-inspired
event recording scheme which uses the proposed Proof-of-
Event with Dynamic Federation Consensus to incorporate

autonomous vehicles into a tamper-proof and verifiable event
recording and forensics system.

A blockchain consists of a series of blocks, each of which
is composed of sets of timestamped transactions and a hash
of its previous block [3]. The idea of blockchain was first
proposed in Bitcoin which solves the double-spending prob-
lem by using Proof-of-Work (PoW) mechanism [4]. In PoW,
miners compete to become the winner of solving a hash puz-
zle so as to obtain the right for generating the next block and
receiving incentives. However, PoW usually takes almost 10
minutes to solve such a puzzle and generate a new block. Due
to the computational difficulty of PoW, miners tend to form
bigger mining pools to conduct PoW [5], which diminishes
one of the original Bitcoin features of being decentralized.

In an event recording system, accidents are recorded as
timestamped transactions to be saved into a new block in real-
time. Although autonomous vehicles may be equipped with
reasonable computing capacity, conducting PoW to record
the event of an accident in real-time will not be feasible due to
the complexity and the time taken for solving a hash puzzle.
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To address this critical issue, we propose the mechanism
of Proof-of-Event with Dynamic Federation Consensus to
record accident events in a new block. There are three types
of participants in our blockchain network (Accident, witness,
and verifier vehicles). Infrastructure participants (e.g., road-
side units) serve as the verifier role, whereas autonomous
vehicles can serve as either the accident witness or verifier
roles. When an accident occurs, vehicles directly involved in
the accident broadcast ‘event generation’ requests (via IEEE
802.11p [DSRC], for instance), which only those vehicles
within the (DSRC) communication range will receive and
respond. Then, the vehicles directly involved in the accident
and those vehicles receiving the ‘event generation’ requests
will generate and broadcast the event into a ‘vehicular net-
work’ which is implemented based on the existing cellular
network infrastructure. Within the vehicular network, a fed-
erated group of vehicles is dynamically formed and the lead
verifier vehicle selected by a fast leader election algorithm
will record the event data into a new block by using a multi-
signature scheme [6], [7]. The generated new block may be
made available to the agencies such as the Department of
Motor Vehicles (DMV), for the permanent records.

The mechanism of Proof-of-Event with Dynamic Fed-
eration Consensus records events for indisputable accident
forensics. It provides data integrity and trustworthiness by
relying on the generated hash digest and utilizing event data
from multiple sources. The recorded events also provide
traceable evidence. Specifically, the proposed Dynamic Fed-
eration Consensus scheme replaces the role of PoW in the
Bitcoin blockchain to confirm and record a new block in a
fast and effective manner without incurring extensive com-
putation. Since a federation is dynamically formed around
each accident over a vehicular network, the consensus on
the authenticity of the generated events can be recorded in
a flexible and robust manner [1].

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We proposed an event recording system for vehicular

networks. The system provides autonomous vehicles
in a novel design solution inspired by the blockchain
technology that maintains vehicular accident events as
permanent digital records.

• Specifically, we proposed the mechanism of Proof-of-
Event with Dynamic Federation Consensus based on
an n-of-m voting scheme to record accident events
into the newly generated transaction and saved in the
blockchain. Also, a federated group is dynamically
formed and the lead verifier can be selected based on fast
lead verifier election algorithm. Our proposed scheme
provides data integrity and trustworthiness by utilizing
recorded accident event data from multiple sources.

• As a proof of concept, we developed a prototype of
proposed architecture on local deployed Hyperledger
Fabric [8] and Hyperledger Composer [9]. We also
utilized the benchmark tool Hyperledger Caliper [10]
to measure the performance of blockchain network. In
addition, we conducted numerical analyses of the pro-

posed fast leader election algorithm. The result showed
that the mechanism is feasible and can be applied in
real-world applications.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Re-
lated work is described in Section II. In Section III, we
present the cellular network-based vehicular network and
describe the mechanism of Proof-of-Event with Dynamic
Federation Consensus. In addition to normal cases, ‘extreme’
accident scenarios are discussed in Section IV. In Section V,
we conduct extensive experiments for the proposed model
and blockchain-based system. In Section VI, we analyze and
discuss the proposed system against potential attacks. Section
VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
A. EVENT DATA RECORDERS
An event data recorder (EDR), a vehicle-equivalent of a
plane’s flight recorder or “black box,” is installed in vehicles
to record information related to crashes or accidents [11].
Some EDRs continuously record data until a crash or acci-
dent stops them, and others are activated by crash-like events
(such as a sudden decrease in velocity) and may continue
to record until the accident is over, or until the recording
time expires [11]. Due to its individual and independent
installation, once an EDR is damaged or malfunctions, there
is no chance to restore or verify the information stored.

Heijden et al. [12] proposed a distributed ledger that
provides accountability for both misbehaving authorities and
vehicles. The goal is to reduce the requirements of trust
in users of vehicular communication systems and to create
accountability for misbehavior authorities via hierarchical
consensus and global revocation. Cebe et al. [13] proposed a
permissioned blockchain framework to manage the collected
vehicle-related data. Specifically, they integrated vehicular
public key infrastructure (VPKI) to the proposed blockchain
system to provide membership establishment and privacy.

In contrast, our work focuses on accident forensics for
autonomous vehicles. By employing the mechanism of
Proof-of-Event with Dynamic Federation Consensus, acci-
dent events are stored in a trustable, verifiable, and tamper-
proof manner [1].

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED VEHICULAR SYSTEMS
Yuan and Wang [14] proposed a decentralized blockchain-
based intelligent transportation systems with usage of infras-
tructures and resources. As a case study, the authors describes
a blockchain-based real-time ride-sharing system. By using
Ethereum’s smart contracts, Leiding et al. [15] proposed a
self-managed and decentralized system to deploy and run
different applications on vehicular ad-hoc networks without
a central managing authority. Rowan et al. [16] proposed
an inter-vehicle session key establishment protocol to secure
vehicle-to-vehicle communications through visible light and
acoustic side-channels. Luo et al. [17] proposed blockchain
enabled trust-based location privacy protection scheme in
VANET, and devised the trust management method based
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on the Dirichlet distribution, meaning that both the requester
and the cooperator will only cooperate with trusted vehicles.
Baza et al. [18] proposed a privacy-preserving and trust-
less ridesharing application with proof of concept imple-
mented atop the Ethereum network. Li et al. [19] proposed
a blockchain and zero-knowledge proof inspired approach
to address the data integrity and privacy issue in traffic
management. Sharma et al. [20] proposed a blockchain-
based vehicle network architecture in smart cities to facilitate
the construction of transport management systems and other
transportation scenarios. However, none of the work took
inspiration from the blockchain to address the activity of
accident forensics for autonomous vehicles.

C. CONSENSUS MECHANISMS
As consensus is critical to the decentralized nature of
blockchain, we review existing consensus schemes to high-
light our unique contribution. In the current state-of-the-art,
PoW [21], Proof of Stake (PoS) [22], Proof of Authority
(PoA) [23], and several other Proof of ‘X’ consensus models
all rely on selecting one single peer to produce the new block.
For instance, PoW selects one single peer by “nonce lottery”
via mining, PoS randomly selects a peer among the largest
stakeholders [24], and PoA is a modified form of PoS where
a validator’s identity serves as the role of stake. However,
these consensus models gradually deviate from the original
goals of decentralization and democratization. For instance,
large mining pools coordinate authorities of Bitcoin, PoS
concentrates power in the hands of few peers based on their
balances, and PoA leaves the decision of which entities can
generate new blocks to one central authority [24]. In contrast,
the mechanism of Proof-of-Event with Dynamic Federation
Consensus addresses the dynamic and autonomous nature of
self-driving vehicles so that the accident forensic information
could be validated by a dynamically formed federation of the
vehicles [1].

D. DISTRIBUTED LEADER ELECTION ALGORITHMS
In distributed system, leader election is the process of des-
ignating one single node as the coordinator of some tasks
distributed among multiple nodes, where nodes communicate
among one another to decide which of them will become the
leader [25]. Typically, leader election algorithms assume that
every node in the system has a unique priority number (for
instance, an ID), and the node with the highest priority will
be elected as the leader. When the existing leader fails, a
leader election algorithm reelects the node which now has the
highest priority number. We review two leader election algo-
rithms, the Bully algorithm [26] and the Ring algorithm [27].

In the Bully algorithm, there are three types of messages:
(1) Election, which starts the election; (2) Answer, which ac-
knowledges a message; (3) Leader, which declares a leader.
Assuming that each node knows the IDs of every other nodes
when the system is initialized, the node with the “highest” ID
becomes the current leader by default. If any node detects the
failure of the current leader, it will wait for a timeout period

Base Station

FIGURE 1. Cellular network-based ‘vehicular’ network of the accident.

and then restart the election process as follows. The node
sends the Election message only to the nodes with higher IDs
than itself. If no one replies after a timeout period, this node
declares itself as the winner and starts acting as the leader.
Otherwise, if other nodes reply with Answer messages, this
node will wait for the Leader message. In the worst-case
scenario when the node with the lowest ID detects the failure
of the leader, the message complexity of the Bully algorithm
is O(N2).

In the Ring algorithm, nodes are organized in a logical ring
and all the messages are sent around the ring. There are two
types of messages: (1) Election, which starts the election;
(2) Leader, which declares a winner. A node initiates an
election upon detecting that the current leader has failed, by
sending out an Election message with its own ID. An election
message is forwarded around the ring. When a node receives
the Election message [election, this-ID]:

• If this-ID > receiver’s ID, it forwards the Election mes-
sage and set its state to active participating.

• If this-ID < receiver’s ID, it sends the updated Election
message [election, receiver’s ID] and set its state to
active participating.

• If this-ID == receiver’s ID, it broadcasts the Leader
message.

In the worst case where the Ring algorithm operates in
a system of N nodes, sends N − 1 Election messages to
first reach the new leader, another N Election messages to
confirm that itself has been elected as the leader, and yet
another N Leader messages to announce itself to be the
leader. In total, the message complexity is O(3N − 1).

III. ARCHITECTURE OF EVENT RECORDING SYSTEM
A. CELLULAR NETWORK-BASED VEHICULAR
NETWORK
For each accident, we use a cellular network-based infras-
tructure to define a ‘vehicular network’ where all the vehicles
that are served by the same base station (i.e., within the same
cell) of the vehicle(s) directly involved in the accident belong
to the vehicular network as depicted in Fig. 1. We also assume
that all the autonomous vehicles registered their license plate
and VIN number with an authority, such as the Department
of Motor Vehicles (DMV).
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FIGURE 2. After an accident, both accident and witness vehicles generate and broadcast event data.

Vehicles use the IEEE 802.11p standard of Dedicated
Short-Range Communications (DSRC) [28] to send and re-
ceive ‘event generation’ requests. Meanwhile, vehicles are
connected to the cellular network to broadcast and confirm
event data within the corresponding vehicular network.

B. PROOF-OF-EVENT WITH DYNAMIC FEDERATION
CONSENSUS
To facilitate forensic investigation after an accident, one
critical issue is the correctness and trustworthiness of the
recorded event data, as vehicles involved, both directly and
as bystanders, might be incentivized to alter accident-related
information to avoid punitive penalties. Therefore, it is cru-
cial to record authenticated event data at the specific time
and location of the accident so that the recorded accident
information could later be retrieved and cross-examined to
determine liability. We propose the following two steps to
accomplish the goal: first, to gather trustable event data from
both vehicles directly involved in the accident and neighbor-
ing vehicles, then to verify and save the event data with the
help of a dynamically formed federation of vehicles within
the same vehicular network.

1) Gathering event data
Vehicles directly involved in an accident are termed “ac-
cident” vehicles, vehicles within the DSRC transmission
range from the accident scene are termed “witness” vehicles,
and vehicles within the vehicular network but outside the
DSRC transmission range from the accident scene are termed
“community” vehicles. To record the event of an accident,
upon the occurrence of an accident, “accident” vehicles
broadcast ‘event generation’ requests to “witness” vehicles.
Fig. 2 depicts a scenario, in which “accident” vehicles A and
B collided in an accident. “Witness” vehicles C, D, and E
within the DSRC transmission range from the accident scene
receive the event generation requests and confirm with the

Location 

EDR records

Timestamp

SHA-256 Hashing   Hash Digest

#b!c1d
&’(d#fe
#sk!84$

FIGURE 3. Hash digest of accident event data.

“accident” vehicles via DSRC [1]. Nearby Roadside Units
(RSU) receiving such requests may also participate.

Then, both “accident” and “witness” vehicles generate
their respective event data of timestamps, location, and EDR
records (which contains histories of sensor readings, such as
speed and steering angle, up to the moment of accident and
around the accident scene), together with the corresponding
hash digest as illustrated in Fig. 3, and broadcast their event
data via cellular communications within the vehicular net-
work. EDR serves as the origin evidence of the accident [1].
All the broadcast event data from both the “accident” and
“witness” vehicles will be verified and saved in a new block
by the lead verifier of a dynamically formed federation of
vehicles and RSUs to be described in the next subsection.

2) Verifying and creating new block of accident event
Upon the occurrence of an accident, “accident” vehicles also
broadcast, via cellular communications, ‘federation forma-
tion’ requests to the “community” vehicles in the vehicular
network to start the selection of a subset of “community”
vehicles as “verifier” vehicles to form a federation. To reduce
communication overhead, we adopt a self-selection process
where each vehicle has a reputation score, which is deter-
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FIGURE 4. Sequence diagram for accident, witness, community, and verifier vehicles.

mined based on a vehicle’s driving and reporting records,
so that a vehicle having a reputation score higher than a
pre-defined threshold becomes a “verifier” and responds to
the “accident” vehicle with its reputation score. Then, the
“verifier” vehicle with the smallest delay time will be des-
ignated as the lead verifier via a distributed lead verifier
election algorithm to be described next, who is responsible
for generating a new block for the accident and sending the
block to the DMV to be inserted into the blockchain.

We propose the Fast Lead Verifier Election algorithm
inspired by the Bully algorithm while reducing the overheads
of communication and confirming the leader in a more effi-
cient way. The election starts by the “accident” vehicle broad-
casting an Election message, containing its GPS coordinates
and all the IDs of the “verifier” vehicles, to all the “verifier”
vehicles so that each “verifier” vehicle knows about other
“verifier” vehicles. Inspired by the Timer-Based-Best-Select
(TBBS) scheme [29], [30], we define the delay response time
delayi for verifier vehicle i as:

delayi =
1

η
× λ(ω1di)

ω2 ri
. (1)

In Eq. 1, η is the type parameter that indicates different
weights of entities such as autonomous vehicles and RSUs.
For instance, RSUs have a higher weight η compared with
the autonomous vehicles. λ is the system parameter, di is
the distance from the “accident” vehicle to “verifier” vehicle
i with the weight ω1, and ri is the reputation score for
“verifier” vehicle i with weight ω2. However, Eq. 1 has one
potential drawback. If there are multiple vehicles having the
same reputation score ri and the same distance di, all these
vehicles will have the same delayi by applying Eq. 1.

Due to the possibility of generating the same time delay,

we enhance the Eq. 1 as:

delayi =
1

η
× λ(ω1di)

ω2 ri
+ τ, (2)

where τ is the random generated number which follows the
uniform distribution τ ∼ U(0, 10ms). After adding the τ
parameter, delayi will yield a different result even with the
same reputation score ri and the same distance di for each
“verifier” vehicle i. In the extreme scenarios when the delay
response time result is still the same, the leader will be
randomly selected among the candidates. In Algorithm 1,
the vehicle who received the Election message will reply a
unique delay response time delayi. After receiving the min-
imum delayi, the “accident” vehicle who starts the election
will confirm the “verifier” vehicle i as the new leader. Finally,
the elected vehicle i can broadcast the leader (victory) status.

As depicted in Fig. 4, after the “accident” and “witness”
vehicles generate and broadcast event data into the vehicular
network, “verifier” vehicles take the responsibility of validat-
ing the received event data against the received hash digests,
and confirm with the lead “verifier” vehicle (I in Fig. 4). The
lead “verifier” vehicle executes the n-of-m voting scheme
to achieve federation consensus when n out of m “verifier”
vehicles confirm, and generates a new block of accident
event. The lead “verifier” vehicle may then broadcast the
new block to all the “community” vehicles. In our proposed
scheme, we argue that RSU is usually trustable and honest
participant node. If the accident location has the nearby RSU,
based on the close geographical location di and high weight
parameter value η, the RSU could serve as the lead verifier.

Compared to PoW in Bitcoin network, our solution does
not incur any expensive computation associated with mining.
Unlike PoA, which relies on the decision of one single
authority, our solution demands confirmations from multiple
authorities, if the n-of-m vote threshold is satisfied, verifier
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Algorithm 1 Fast Lead Verifier Election Algorithm
1: OUTPUT: The leader of verifier federation
2: START UP Accident vehicle A starts the Election.
3: A sends Election message to all verifier vehicles Pi;
4: A waits for messages in a time period T;
5: A gets answer message from all Pi;

. Answer has delay response time delayi
6: if no answer within time T then
7: A becomes the Leader; . A is the new leader.
8: A sends a Leader message to all verifier vehicles;
9: A stops Election process;

10: end if
11: END START UP
12:
13: UPON EVENT Accident vehicle A receives the Answer

message from a verifier vehicle:
14: A computes the running minimum delay response time

mindelay and broadcasts to all verifier vehicles after
receiving Answer messages from all verifier vehicles;

15: END UPON EVENT
16:
17: UPON EVENT Accident vehicle A receives the Leader

message:
18: A accepts the sender with minimum delay response time

as the Leader;
19: A stops the Election;
20: END UPON EVENT
21:
22: UPON EVENT Verifier vehicle Pi receives the Election

message:

23: Pi calculates delayi =
1

η
× λ(ω1di)

ω2ri
+ τ ;

24: Pi sends answer message containing delayi to A;
25: END UPON EVENT
26:
27: UPON EVENT Verifier vehicle Pi receives the Answer

message containing mindelay from A:
28: if Pi has mindelay then
29: Pi becomes the Leader and broadcasts the Leader

message to verifier vehicles;
30: else
31: Pi waits Leader message from other verifier vehicle;
32: end if
33: END UPON EVENT
34:
35: UPON EVENT Verifier vehicle Pi receives the Leader

message from Pj:
36: Pi accepts other verifier vehicle Pj as the new Leader;
37: END UPON EVENT

Previous Hash (Block i-1) Previous Hash (Block i)

Proof of Event

A’s record B’s record

Block i Block i+1

Proof of Event

I’s record M’s record

✓

✓

✓

Federation

✓

✓

✓
Federation

FIGURE 5. Each block contains event data and hash value of the previous
block and is confirmed by the verifier vehicles from the federation. The
blockchain is maintained by the DMV.

vehicles approve the event records and generate a new block.
Every new block is linked with the previous block by the
hash header. For instance, as depicted in Fig. 5, block i is
verified by 3 out of 4 verifier vehicles from the federation,
while the block i+1 is verified by the 3 out of 5 cases. Finally,
all the newly generated blocks of accident event will be saved
permanently in DMV to keep the record.

Note that “witness” vehicles (C, D, and E) function dif-
ferently from “verifier” vehicles (H, I, and J). The job of the
former is to generate event data, while that of the latter is to
verify event data and generate a new block of the accident
event. “Witness” vehicles are close to the accident scene,
whose EDR records may contain sensory readings related
to the “accident” vehicles. In contrast, “verifier” vehicles
are dynamically chosen, which are located at random ge-
ographical locations within the same cell, even away from
the accident scene, which makes them more neutral and
independent. The decoupling of event data generations from
their verification process mitigates the possibility of any
malicious activities, such as tampering of event data and
collusion among vehicles [1].

As we know from the leader election process of Bully
algorithm, the time complexity in worst case is O(N2). In
contrast, our proposed fast leader election algorithm will
include the minimum response delay time in the answer
message, and only the autonomous vehicle who has the
minimum delay time delayi will be elected as the Leader.
In contrast, the time complexity is O(N) in our algorithm.
As shown in Table 1, the total number of messages in our
proposed Algorithm 1 is significantly less than the Bully
algorithm.

TABLE 1. Number of Messages Passing

# of Nodes Bully Algorithm Our Algorithm
10 100 messages 20 messages
50 2500 messages 100 messages
100 10000 messages 200 messages
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C. INCENTIVES FOR PARTICIPATION AND HONESTY
Bitcoin supplies new bitcoins to miners as incentives for their
efforts of PoW [4]. However, there is no tangible incentives
in the proposed Proof-of-Event. To motivate autonomous ve-
hicles to participate as either “witness” or “verifier”, different
incentives (or rewards) must be defined. For instance, being
a “witness” or “verifier” could raise a vehicle’s credit score
and lower its insurance premium. Also, “accident” vehicles
that engage reliably in Proof-of-Event and cooperate fully in
accident forensics may receive a reduced liability.

1) Design of Incentive Mechanism
In our proposed system, an honest lead verifier should be
rewarded for conducting positive behavior. To increase the
probability of an honest verifier being selected as the leader,
we designed the following incentive mechanism:

CR
i = Ci + Ri , (3)

Ri =

k−1∑
j=1

(ψj × ζj ) + (ψk × rc), (4)

ζj =

j−1∑
c=1

(rc). (5)

In Eq. 3, CR
i is the most updated reputation score of the

verifier i. Ci is the initial reputation score of verifier i. Ri

is the reward function which is defined in Eq. 4. We assign
different reward weights according to the time of the reported
accident instances. The closer to the current time period, the
larger the weight ψj . As a result, ψk has the highest weight
in our proposed scheme. This can guarantee that reward is
mainly determined by the cumulative positive behavior in the
most recent time. Assume that verifier i had participated in
k− 1 instances of accident in the past. The first term of Eq. 4
represents all previous accidents in the history, and k denotes
the current instance of accident. ζj defined in Eq. 5 is the
cumulative score of behavior in previous history. rc = 1 if
there is positive behavior in a given instance of an accident,
otherwise, rc = −1.

D. REVIEWING BLOCKS FOR ACCIDENT FORENSICS
Later, people (police or judge) can review the accident event
data stored in the blockchain from the DMV’s record. If
there is no discrepancy between event data generated by
“accident” and “witness” vehicles, liability can be clearly
determined. Otherwise, further investigation becomes neces-
sary. For instance, in Fig. 2, if “accident” vehicle B reported
its speed as 20 mph, while other “witness” vehicles (C, D,
and E) reported higher speeds for B, it is highly likely that
“accident” vehicle B had a faulty speed sensor which caused
it to speed and collided with vehicle A.

IV. EXTREME SCENARIOS
Our proposed mechanism works the best in accident scenar-
ios where the density of the cellular-based vehicular network
covering the accident scene is above a certain threshold. In
such cases, there are enough “witness” to generate event data
vehicles and enough “verifier” vehicles to form a federation,
reach a consensus, and create a new block. However, there
exist the following three ‘extreme’ scenarios when such
vehicular network is very sparse or no vehicle around the
accident scene [1].

(1) Neither “witness” nor “verifier” vehicle exists for an
accident scene. Since there is no “witness” or “verifier”
vehicle, no new block could be generated. The EDRs of
the “accident” vehicles will be the only evidence for future
forensic investigation [1].

(2) No “witness” vehicle exists for an accident scene. A
new block will be created based on the event data generated
only by the “accident” vehicles [1].

(3) No “verifier” vehicle exists for an accident. In this case,
there exists (few) “witness” vehicles around the accident
scene, but no “verifier” vehicle within the vehicular network.
We argue that such scenarios will be rare in practice [1].

V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
A. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In Section III, we proposed the fast leader election algorithm.
The parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Parameter Setting

Parameter Name Value (Range)
Number of autonomous vehicles N 1-100
System Parameter λ 1-3
Type Parameter η 1-3
Distance Value di 1-100m
Weight Parameter ω1 0.5
Weight Parameter ω2 1
Reputation Score ri 1-100
Initial RSU Score rrsu 20
Initial AV Score rav 10
RSU Weight Parameter ψrsu 10
AV Weight Parameter ψav 5
Random Generated Number τ 0-10ms

The minimum delay (seconds) delayi results are shown in
Fig. 6. As we can observe from the Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 proposed
in Section III, the minimum delay time increases when the
system parameter λ increases. Also, with the increased range
of distance value in the system, the minimum delay of delayi
also increases significantly.

The probability of the same delay time Pdt results are
shown in Fig. 7. The ratio of the probability of the same delay
time increases dramatically when the reputation scores ri has
a relatively small range (R = 5 and R = 10). This is because
within the small range of reputation score ri, the result of the
same delay time will have a higher chance to overlap with
each other. While within the large range of reputation score
ri (R= 50 and R = 100), the probability of same delay time
Pdt increases slightly.
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FIGURE 6. The minimum delay result.

FIGURE 7. The probability of same delay time result.

The cumulative reputation score results for RSU and au-
tonomous vehicle are shown in Fig. 8. In this experiment,
we conduct 5 rounds of accident events with a setting of
positive behaviors rc = 1 for both RSU and autonomous
vehicle. The initial reputation score is 20 for RSU, and 10
for autonomous vehicle. The cumulative reputation score for
RSU increases faster comparing to autonomous vehicle be-
cause RSU’s weight parameter ψrsu has a higher value than
autonomous vehicle’s weight parameter ψav . In addition,
the final reputation score is mainly determined by the most
recent reward Ri since our proposed incentive mechanism
guarantees that the reputation score is mainly determined by
most recent accident behavior.

B. EXPERIMENT SETUP
We prototyped the proposed Proof-of-Event recording sys-
tem and conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the per-
formance. The blockchain module was developed on the Hy-
perledger Fabric platform and evaluated by the Hyperledger
Caliper benchmark tool. These experiments were conducted
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FIGURE 8. RSU’s cumulative reputation scores vs. autonomous vehicle’s
cumulative reputation scores.

on a laptop running Ubuntu 18.04 operating system with 2.8
GHz Intel i5-8400 processor, 8GB of memory as the default
settings.

C. BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
As shown in Fig. 9, we develop the blockchain-inspired EDR
network on Hyperledger Fabric platform, which maintains a
distributed ledger for recording and sharing EDR data includ-
ing ID number, owner, location, speed, steering angle and
hash digest information. The data structures of participants
are defined in the Model file (.cto), while the smart contract
is written in the Script file (.js). We utilize the Hyperledger
Composer to generate the unit file (.bna) and deploy it to the
Fabric network. In our prototype system, it has 2 accident
vehicles, 2 witness vehicles, 2 verifier vehicles, and 2 RSUs
as initialized instances in the blockchain network.

Hyperledger Composer also provides a webpage interface
for interacting with the blockchain network. Each participant

FIGURE 9. EDR data on blockchain network.
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FIGURE 10. Blockchain-based EDR network login window.

has a unique ID mapping the identity in the blockchain
network as shown in Fig. 10. Also, we utilize the Hyperledger
Caliper, which is a blockchain benchmark tool, to measure
the performance of a blockchain network implemented with
a set of predefined use cases and parameters.

1) Success rate
The transaction success rate is related to endorsement poli-
cies. 1 For instance, the 2-of-6 policy is much resilient against
malicious attackers when compare with the 1-of-6 policy. In
the 1-of-6 policy, one compromised peer could influence the
transaction processing, which may allow “fake transaction"
into the ledger. All of the transaction testing cases have the
100% successful rate with different endorsement policies
based on the results of our experiments.

2) Transaction throughput
We evaluate the transaction throughput results with different
endorsement policies as shown in Fig. 11. Our blockchain
network has 27.4 tps, 11.6 tps, and 8.6 tps under 1-of-6, 2-of-
6, and 3-of-6 endorsement policy, respectively. As a result,
when the system increases the number of peers participating
in the endorsement process, the average transaction through-
put will decrease significantly.

3) Transaction latency
Transaction latency measures the time for an issued transac-
tion from being submitted to processed on the ledger. The
experiment is configured based on different endorsement
policies: 1-of-6, 2-of-6, and 3-of-6. As we can see from
Fig.12, with the increasing number of endorsing peers, both
the maximum, minimum, and average latency time also in-
crease significantly.

4) Resource consumption
We measure the resource consumption with the leveldb pro-
vided by the Hyperledger Caliper for each validating peer
under different endorsement policies. To be more specific,

1Hyperledger Fabric has the pre-configured network with 6 peers partici-
pating in the endorsement policy.
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FIGURE 11. Transaction throughput with different endorsement policy.
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FIGURE 12. Transaction latency with varying endorsement policy.

the average cost of memory, CPU, traffic in, and traffic out
data are recorded as the result. As shown in Table. 3, when
the number of peers participating in endorsement policies
increases, the total memory usage for each individual peer
belonging to the endorsement policies also increases. For the
CPU rate, we found the decreased usage rate for each indi-
vidual peer when the system increases the peers participating
in the endorsement policy. However, the traffic I/O speed
decreases when we increase the number of validating peers
in endorsement policies. Also, from the proposed fast leader
election algorithm, we observed that the lead verifier vehicle
will consume more memory usage and CPU rate.

TABLE 3. Resource Consumption

Type Name Memory CPU Traffic in Traffic out
1-of-any peer1 210MB 24.7% 2.1MB 1.4MB
2-of-any peer2 171MB 15.6% 1.2MB 0.67MB
2-of-any peer3 259MB 14.9% 1.3MB 0.72MB
3-of-any peer4 200MB 9.1% 0.91MB 0.42MB
3-of-any peer5 228MB 9.3% 0.95MB 0.46MB
3-of-any peer6 259MB 9.4% 0.94MB 0.45MB
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VI. DISCUSSION ON POTENTIAL ATTACKS
In this section, we discuss the robustness of the proposed
event recording scheme with respect to potential attacks.

A. TAMPERING ACCIDENT EVENT DATA
Existing EDRs installed on individual vehicles may be
hacked and tampered to avoid the possible liability. Our
proposed Proof-of-Event with dynamic federation scheme
includes both “accident” and “witness” vehicles generate the
accident event data, which is to be validated by an inde-
pendent group of “verifier” vehicles to avoid the possibility
of collusion. The individually recorded event data in the
block could be cross-examined later to determine cause and
liability. Further, the use of DSRC communications range
limits which vehicles could serve as a witness role, which
prevents vehicles away from the accident scene to generate
any ‘fake’ event data [1].

B. IMPERSONATION ATTACK
As mentioned in Section III-A, legitimate autonomous ve-
hicles are required to register the identity with DMV. A
malicious vehicle may impersonate a reputable vehicle so as
to be selected as a “verifier” vehicle. Unless there is enough
number of colluding vehicles selected within the same feder-
ation, the use of n-of-m voting scheme to approve a new block
is to lower the possibility of invalidating consensus [1]. Also,
based on the incentive mechanism proposed in III-C, if the
autonomous vehicle conducts malicious behavior, the repu-
tation score will reduce significantly which also decreases
the possibility of the malicious vehicle being selected as the
“verifier” vehicle.

C. FAKE WITNESS VEHICLE ATTACK
As mentioned before, ‘event generation’ requests are broad-
cast via DSRC so that only the nearby “witness” vehicles,
which receive such requests, can generate the accident event
data. However, a malicious “witness” vehicle might forward
the ‘event generation’ request to other vehicles which are
beyond the range of DSRC communication, and ‘invite’ them
to respond. Such act may launch the fake “witness” vehicle
attack, where fake “witness” vehicles generate the fake event
data in favor of “accident” vehicles. One possible solution
to prevent such attacks is to set a small time window and
deadline for “witness” vehicles to reply and broadcast the
newly generated accident event data [1].

VII. CONCLUSION
As autonomous systems are becoming essential parts of our
life, proper systems must be put in place to “look after”
them so as to determine liability from malfunctions, de-
fects, or even malicious attacks. By drawing inspiration from
blockchain, this paper presents a novel approach to provid-
ing a tamper-proof and verifiable event recording system
for accident forensics of self-driving vehicles as they are
the most influential autonomous systems in our society. We

conduct numerical analyses based on the innovative “Proof-
of-Event” mechanism with fast leader election algorithm.
Also, we prototype a blockchain-inspired vehicular network
on Hyperledger Fabric. The performance evaluated by the
Hyperledger Caliper reveals that our proposed system is ef-
fective and feasible in generating and storing accident records
in blockchain-inspired vehicular networks.
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